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AGREEMENT
REGARDING THE OLYMPIC
GAMES

Sometimes getting an agreement
is more of a marathon than a
sprint. The SCRC has obtained
a settlement of all grievances
related to travel reimbursements
for technicians assigned to the
Olympic Games in Sochi (2014),
Rio (2016) and Pyeongchang
(2018). Employees who have
submitted information to
the union - whether at the time
the grievances were filed or
during our probe this summer will receive a fixed compensation
for each Olympic Games presence,
within approximately 60 days.
There is something to celebrate
this agreement – perhaps a medal
for patience! The SCRC hopes to
be able to settle more grievances
in a way that benefits its workers.

COME MEET
YOUR UNION

After the virtual chat, why not a
meeting face to face? To facilitate
direct exchanges between
members and elected officials, we
invite Montreal union members to
join us in the Télécino room,
Monday, October 7th, between
noon and 1 pm, whether to ask
questions, discuss issues or just
good ‘ol small talk. Come and
see us!

(514) 842-4020 OR (888) 842-4020 SCRC@SCRC.QC.CA

To invent a union for us all

How about a strong union, one that is united, unified and rallied around common
issues? What would you say to a strong organization that listens to and supports its
members, an organization that has our employer’s respect, who defends the common
good of Radio-Canada? What would you say to a union invested in its community and
in public debate? The SCRC is moving towards these goals, and elected delegates are
putting their shoulder to the wheel - but we also need our members to do the same.
Has the SCRC made mistakes in the past? Certainly - we may make a few more in the
future. Is your union looking to renew itself today? Of course ! Already, the executive
board is fully engaged in a process, supervised by the FNC (Fédération nationale des
communications), to create strong ties between elected representatives and become
more efficient for our members.
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DISTRIBUTION
OF THE COLLECTIVE
AGREEMENT IN ENGLISH
Speaking of patience: our CBC colleagues needed a
good dose of it while they waited for a printed
version. Members of the executive board will
distribute them on Monday, October 7th in Montreal,
and we will be able to send copies to those who
request one.

